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 | Click to learn more
Click the banners on the right to zoom in and see the Daisy Solutions 
used in this care home.
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 | Ethernet and Business
 | Broadband

Get a good quality connectivity solution for everyone. Ensure your staff 
can effectively and efficiently complete their online work, and allow your 
residents to stream movies, email loved ones and connect with carers.

Installing Ethernet or Business Broadband into the care home can not
only increase productivity across your employees but it can also give
your residents an improved experience; boosting your CCG score.

With Ethernet or Business Broadband, you’ll be able to keep your home
connected and online ensuring your employees and residents are safe.
A good quality connection can keep residents entertained; allowing them
access to streaming services, video calls and emails or social media.

Wireless devices have also become prevalent over the last few years
to monitor residents without disturbance through trigger alarms or
sensors around the home.

An Ethernet or Business Broadband solution can often underpin most
of the activity and technology within the home so it’s important to know
which options are available to you in your area.
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 | WiFi
Improve your CQC ratings and the quality of life for your residents with a
good quality, reliable WiFi connection. Have a secure private network for
staff while granting your residents access to a separate network so they
can stream, play and video call with friends and family.

WiFi is part of most people’s everyday lives now and we can access a
network in town centres, restaurants, leisure centres and more. But
sometimes care homes can be left behind.

However, to improve your CQC ratings and, most importantly, the 
quality of life you can offer your residents, a good quality, reliable WiFi 
connection is essential.

Our secure WiFi can increase efficiency as you’ll be able to set up a
network for your staff, keeping data and confidential patient information
private and secure as well as a network for your residents and guests,
granting them access to entertainment, communication means and more.
You’ll be able to gain real time feedback and capture data from residents
and you’ll get a seamless connection throughout your estates.

Installing WiFi into your care homes can mean you’ll be able to offer 
smart TV’s in bedrooms and communal areas, allowing residents and 
visitors to access streaming services and it’ll enable smart speakers, 
making life easier for residents as they can read out news, weather, play 
music, hear audiobooks and even play games.

You’ll be able to have WiFi calls in HD and the low deployment costs
can save you time and money. It’s easy-to-use too, delivering valuable
benefits such as simple configuration, management and reporting as
well as ease-of-use and low ownership costs.
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 | Mobile Handsets
Equip your employees with a mobile device and allow them to work
effectively from the care home or within the community. Record patient 
notes, update health records and access calendars remotely.

Having an efficient mobile fleet gives your staff the flexibility to work
efficiently in care and yet work comfortably knowing they can contact,
and be contacted, at any time.

Not only that, equipping your employees with smart technology allows
residents and carers to be proactive and gives them the means to use
medication software on the move.

Mobile devices give carers the ability to record patient information
whilst visiting residents or people in the community, making note taking
and updating health records easier and simpler.

An efficient mobile device also allows your staff to access their calendar
remotely, making scheduling meetings and appointments easy to
manage.

It’s also easier for people to communicate if they have a mobile device as
they can access collaboration applications from the palm of their hand,
making communication quicker and easier for everyone.
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 | Mobile Tariffs
Whether you need minutes, data, texts or all three – we’ve got a mobile
tariff to suit your organisation. We offer the infrastructure for you to 
communicate from anywhere, access reliable connectivity and utilise the 
apps you need day in, day out.

Here at Daisy, we’re an independent provider which means we can get
you the very best mobile deals on the UK’s largest networks, to ensure 
you get the best deals and the best prices on the market.

Our Daisy Anywhere tariff is perfect for wearables and monitoring
patients, staff or your facility and our expert team can advise you on how
this innovative product could work for you.

Whether you need one care home on one network and another on a
different one; we can make the billing process simple and easy-to-
manage no matter how many connections you have with different
networks.

We’ve got tariffs that give you shared data pools, allowing your
employees to access whatever data they need, whenever they need
it. We’ve got bolt-ons in case you require international or European
minutes, texts or data and we’ve also got unlimited tariffs to give you
complete peace of mind and avoid bill shock. Whatever you need from 
your mobile tariff, we’ll build a mobile solution that works for you.
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 | Daisy Hosted Voice
Improve resident, family and staff experience with a flexible, reliable 
Hosted Telephony system. Make and receive several calls, re-route calls 
and scale your system up or down at any time. Record important calls 
and listen back to vital doctor recommendations as well as giving all 
callers a pleasant experience on the phone.

Care homes can be demanding environments for employees and
residents at times, which is why a reliable, flexible phone system can
be crucial in a care setting. The Care Quality Commission (CQC) are
constantly setting higher targets of service and care to residents and
the ability to make and receive several calls in several areas of the care
setting is increasingly important.

A Hosted Telephony solution such as Daisy Hosted Voice (DHV) can 
enable carers to spend more time caring thanks to DHV’s greater 
efficiency and increased collaboration. It’s easy-to-use and wireless, 
ensuring crystal clear HD voice no matter how many phone lines are 
in operation. In addition, DHV is easy to integrate and the costs of 
deployment are low. It can re-route calls to ensure frontline staff aren’t 
wasting valuable time answering and transferring calls which are meant 
for other departments. Residents will also require private telephone 
lines installed in their bedrooms; DHV allows a care facility to pay for 
these lines on a per user basis.

Providing a positive experience and user-friendly messaging to 
prospective callers, whether they’re doctors, healthcare suppliers or
family of residents, is crucial to your reputation and with DHV’s call 
recording feature you can help employees improve their telephone 
manner. It also comes in handy should you ever need to listen back to a 
doctor’s notes or recommendations about a resident in your care.

With unlimited internal calls your employees can communicate free of 
charge from wherever they might be thanks to the addition of a mobile 
integration app. We provide headsets, handsets and mobile phones to 
make the transition to DHV seamless, simple and easy for your care 
facility, your employees and your residents.
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 | Unified Communications
Host virtual visits, video call doctors and instantly message colleagues
in the community with Microsoft Teams and enhance functionality and
productivity throughout your care home.

Microsoft Teams has exploded over the last year and it’s no surprise
why. With its easy-to-use dashboard, video calling function and instant
messaging options it’s become a tool most organisations can’t live 
without.

However, it’s packed with features which can enhance functionality
within your care home and allow staff to collaborate effectively. 
Staff can easily share notes, quickly ask questions using the instant 
messaging app and have group calls with colleagues or external health 
professionals from across the country.

Not only that but Microsoft Teams can also help host virtual visits or
video appointments with doctors or nurses; saving everyone valuable
time. What’s more, Microsoft Teams can revolutionise telehealth by
connecting to electronic health records (EHR) of residents, streamline
care with Microsoft Lists, coordinate shift management and simplify
administrative workflows.
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 | Maintenance and
 | Security

Secure your resident and staff data. Keep your vital patient data safe and 
protected with Mobile Device Management and remotely monitor and 
wipe your devices if needed.

Keeping data safe and secure is a crucial part of any organisation; but 
even more so within the health sector. If you’ve got a mobile fleet, you 
might want to consider adopting Mobile Device Management (MDM) 
to keep all your devices safe and protected no matter where your 
employees are working from.

You’ll be able to wipe a device remotely should any of your fleet be lost
or stolen and, with essential patient and resident information available 
in the palm of your hand it’s never been more important to keep your 
devices secure.
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 | 5G
Experience next generation mobile connectivity with 5G and ensure your
staff are connected and online wherever they might be in the community.

The world has never been more connected and the arrival of 5G has
increased the connections we can make and the collaboration and
communication available to every one of us.

However, 5G can offer employees accelerated connectivity wherever
they might be in the community, giving them access to real-time data on
patients and saving valuable time when working in the area.

5G also gives you the ability to quickly download important files and
email similar sized files without a hitch and gives you the connectivity
needed to host video calls wherever you’re working from. With 5G 
available in towns and cities across the country, take advantage
of the coverage today.
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